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COMMISSION REPORT on the situation in the Community colza market -

1. Introduction 

Within the framework of the price decisions for 1979/80, the following declaration 

was entered in the Minutes of the Council meeting of 18-22 June 1979 : 

"The Council 

, 1. takes note of the Commission statement that in accordance with the undertaking 
entered into in 1978 it will / 

-continue diligently its examination-of the use of varieties cr colza seed of 
the "oo·: type 

- submit a report· on this subject to the Council before 31 December 1979, com
bined, if it proves necessary in the light of experience, with a proposal 
laying down the measures to be applied; -

2. invites the Commissio~ to propose before 1 hctober 1979, appropriate measures 
to. improve the situation of the Community market in colza seed and colza oil so 
that regular outlets may be ensured for the prod~cts obtained pendihg the neces
sary resumption of internal ·consumption in the Community." 

2. Economic situation in the colza sector 

It is worth recalling the significant features of the Community colza sector • 

The acreage devoted to col~a has averagmsome 500 000 ha since 1973, with only 

-small variations from this norm (see Table I>. Howe-ve.r, this 'total comprises a 

decrease in acreage between 1974 and 1978 in all the original Member States .except 

Germany, a tripling of the United Kingdom area and an increase in the Danish area. 

Production has fluctuated more than area, from 938 000 t to 1,230 mio t, due to 

variable climate conditions and yields. le principal producer Member States, in. 

decreasing order of importanc~, are France, Germany, the United Kingdom and Denmark. 

The seed is processed in the first three Member States mentioned, with almost the · 

entire Danish crop being processed in Germany. 

Imports have varied from year to year; having fallen since 1973 following the anti

eruci~cl~mpaign , they have increased~over the past thre; years (Table II and Ill) 

reflecting a renewed dema.nd for colza in the Community. In 1978/79 imports reac'hed 

419 000 t. 

The figures available for 1979/'80, moreover, show that this trend towards increased 

demand is continuing. The Community also imports some ?SO 000 t of colza meal an

nually. 

It is therebre clear that the Community is not self·•-sufficient in colza seed. More-
-

ov~er the oil extracted from colza only represents approximately 11 % of annual Com-

munity consumption of vegetable oils, whereas the meal constitutes a rre·re 4 % of 
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Community requirements of protein ~ilmeaL. 

The basic elements of the support system for colza are the following. 

Oilmills buy colza seed from Community producers at a price which is at Least equal 

to the intervention price. They then receive a subsidy which is equal ~o the diffe- ~ 

rence between the target price and the world market price for this seed. The subsidy 

brings the cost to the oilmill of Community seed down to world market price Levels, i 
I 

so that the oil and meal produced from seed of Comm~y origin are competitive 
·---....!-.~ 

with those supplied by third countries, which are imported into the Community with 

Little or no import duty payable. 

3. Review of the system 

Having carr.ied out p through El_Xamination of the colza market, in collaborat~on with 

the Member States, the Commission has concluded that the common organization of the 

marle: for colza works ef.ficiently, and in the interests of the producer, the cru

shing. industry, and the consumer. 

i) The support s~stem for colza and rapeseed has permitted the sale each year of 

the quantity produced, without difficulty; in support of this conclusion it 

should be noted that' sales into interve'ntion represent only a minimal part of 

the crop, never having exceeded 1 X of the total produced (see Table IV) • 

. _ ---- ,_ 

ii) In spite of the fact that oilmills have a free choice between oilseeds of Com

munity origin and imports, the opaation of Community preference has always 

provided industry with sufficient incentive to buy all the colza produced in 

the Community. 

iii) The cost to the EAGGF has never been excessive (Table V), particularly when 

compared to the cost of support for other products which compete with colza. ·• 

for the soit,~which are in surplus and which, unlike colza seed, have to 

be exported at great expense. 

iv) Except during the pe~iod when the campaign against erucic acid was at its peak, 

the sale. of the oil produced from Community colza seed has taken place without 

difficulty, and there has been no abnormal build-up of stocks. The sale of 

colza meal has never presented the least problem. 

For these reasons the Commssion concludes that there is no reason to justify any 

major changes to the existing support system for colza. However, some minor amend
' ments might be appropriate. 

•• 

• 
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Co.mmission position 

4. The Commission is aware that the Italian oilseed crushing industry is unable to 

purchase sizeable quantities of colza seed of Community origin. The reason for 

this is that on the one hand, Italian production of colza seed is minimal, and 

on the other, the Italian oilseed crushing industry is si~uated far from the pro-

• duction zones in the Community. 

In order to permi~ the Italian crushing industry to adapt to the n~w situation crea

ted by the common organization of the market, given its distance from Community 

colza-producing ~nes, a temporary aid was granted to the indus~ry in question 

from 1967, to compensate for transport costs. This aid was proposed for three 

years, but remained in force until 1974. Its effect was to create a demand for 

colza seed in Italy. Since its abolition, very little colza seed of Community 

origin has been purchased in Italy, and Italian demand for colza oil has decreased 

over the same period~ 

The Italian government has called, on many occasions, for the reintroduction of a 

transport aid for Community colza seed bought by the Italian crushing industry. 

The Commission is not prepared to take any action at all concerning this request. 

/'· Such a measure woald,be contrary to the principale of free movement of goods in 

natural conditions of price formation. It would create an artificial demand for 

colza seed in Italy and consequently risk disturbing the market for this product. 

• 

The Commission· considers thatla logical way to ensure the availa~:>ility pf oilseeds 

of Community origin to the Italian crushing industry could lie in the production 

of sunflower seed. 

The Commu~ity pr9duces annually between 120 000 t and 220 000 t of sunflower seed. 

This pro~uction is concentrated in France~nd Italy, and has always been sold 

without any problem. Imports of this seed into-the Communit~ rarely excee~ed 
I 

250 000 t·annually prior to 1976. Since that year, however, they have increased 

remarkably and may reach a mio t for 1979 • 

ii 
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In Italy, impats have increased from 1 000 t in '1976 to 

16 000 in 1977 and 90 000 t in 1978. 

Production in the Community has not increased concurrently with demand because the 

price relationship'between sunflower seed, on the one hand, and other crops which 

compete for the soil -particularly maize- on the other, has not been well-balanced 

and has caused sunflower production to be neglected. 

If this price ralationshi~ wer~ adjusted, an increase could be expected in sunflower 

seed production in Italy. In that case, the Italian industry, because of its geogra

phical Location, would be advantageously situated to purchase this seed. 

5. Several other questions have.been raised by Member States concerning problems which 

are specific to these countries. The first question concerns the varieties .of colza 

known as double-GO (Low in erucic acid and in glucosinolates) which are mentioned in 

the declaration under QOint 1 above. 

I 

In accordance with th:t engagement, the Commission has pursued to study of the diffe

rent aspects of the double-DO varities of colza in order to evaluate their interest 

for the Community and to ascertain whether Community measures to promote their pro

duction would appear to be appropriate. 

The conclusion of the Commission is that the new varieties of colza in question re- ~ ' 

present a marked improvement compared to those normally used, in view of the quality 

of colza meal which they yield. It appears therefore to be in the interests of the 

Community that this source of ~igh-quality protein for animal feed should develop. 

However, certain problems have inhibited the,widespread use of double-DO colza. The 

major drawback is that so far double-DO varieties exist only for spring colza. 

Spring colza represents only 13% of Community production, and is primarily produ

ced in. Denmark, so use of double-GO seed is effectively limited to that country. 

Moreover, yields are still lower than for the conventional varieties; and in spite 

of its higher nutritional value, animal feedstuffs manufactuers arerot yet prepared 

to pay a premium for double-GO colza meal. Producer~ are not therefore encouraged 
. ~ 

to expand this production. 

In its memorandum to the Council on this subject, the Dan5h Government proposed that 

an additional subsidy be paid for double-DO colza, to-promot~s development. 

The Commission does not favour this solution, both because of the problems of con

trol which it would raise, and because of the expenditure ·which would be incurred 
r 

when use of double-DO seed prevailed throughout the Community. Moreover, the Commis

sion is not convinced that further expansion of the area devoted to spring·colza 
t 

is Likely in Denmark. 

.. 

• 
• 
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However, the commtaaion wouLd be ~rep1red to cont1der propoaini a apectal temporary 

premium at intervention for double-DO seed~ for p~rhaps three years. 

This would g~ve the producers who used double-DO s~ed the possibility to claim a 

higher price for their product. It would present_no major problem regarding control. 

It should not give rise to additional expenditure from the EAGGF. In view of the 

Community preference comprised in the subsidy system, the Commission does not believe 

that such a measure would increase the quantities presented to intervention. . . -
However, in order to avoid any such risk, the Commission could study the possibility 

of widening the gap between the basic intervention price and the target price, by 

increasing the latter, by a greater percentage than the former - which, indicentally, 

would contribute to greater market fluidity in this sector. 

As mentioned above, double-DO vari.eties only exists· for spring colza, but research· 
' is being carried out to develop d~uble-00 winter seed. The Commission is prepared. to 

proposed that a greater financial contribut~on be made to this research by the Commu

nity. This could be done through the vegetable protein programme provided for in 

the Decision of the Council of 30 October 1978, on~mmon programmes and coordinated 

programmes for agricultural research_ 

The next problem exists mainly in France and concerns a limited number of small cru

shing pl~nts which are situated far from sources of imported seeds and are therefore 
> 

obliged td crush only colza seed.of Community origin. When crushing margins for colza 

are unfavourable over a prolonged period such plants are· forced to operate at a loss, 

or close down, since they have .not the possibility to use either imported colza seed 

or any other raw material. 

While the Commission does not believe· that the role of the support system for oil
\ 

seeds is to guarantee the profit ma~gins of the related industry, it does recognise 

the vulnerability of the small undertakings in question. An appropriate solution 
" could l~e in the amendment of the l~slation in order to permit that if and when 

crushing margins were negative ·over a prolonged period, the subsidy of the day could 

be adjusted to ensure that it was sufficient to·cover the cost of crushing the ~eed. 
. .. 

This adjustment would not apply to subsidies fixed in advance. Its benefit would 

therefore be largely Limited to the smaLL, unfavourably - situated undertakings men

tioned above, since larger plants tend to fix the subsidy in advance and rarely 

use the daily rate. Normally, only about 5 r. of the harvest is crushed with the daily 

rate of subsidy, and the excep~ional measure outlined above would appear unlikely 

to provoke any significant ·increase in this quantity. 

In order to avoid impeding the normal process of integration which is taking place 

in the oilseed crushing industry, it would appear appropriate to limit quch a mea-

~ure to a period ~f, say, three years • 
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Apart from the possibility of providing for the adjustment described above, the 

Commiss'ion does not consider it appropriate to pursue the suggestions made in the 

French Note~ith was transmitted to the Commission on 18 September 1978. The main 

request is for the introduction of a system of intervention for colza oil when the 

French Note )olas examined in CounciL bodies it became apparent that suc.h a system 

was not necessary to ensure the proper functioning of the common organisation of 

the market in colza seed. Nor is such a system desirabl~, because, being in addition 

to intervention for colza seed, the principle of a double guarantee for the same 

sector would be introduced, and, by ensuring a profitable margin for the industry 

crushing Community seed, a distortion would be promoted between th1s industry and 

that crushing imported seeds. 

7. The Las·t problem relates to the memora(ldum submitted rec~ntly by the British Govern

ment concerning the enterprises which use a new ~rocess to prepare colza for direct 

incorporation in animal feedingstuffs. Such use is not covered by the current support 

A- I ..... , 
I 

_I 

; ' system. 
I 

In view of the fact that the Community is a net importer of colza seed, ·it is dear :'. 

that producers have adequate outlets for their production. Further more, the Commissior !, 
I 

is dubious about the economic ~isdom of. a process which uses for animal feed a high ~ •' 

quality oil such as colza oil. finally, from an administrative point of view, the ;j 

control of this' utilisation would pose considerable problems. for these reasons, . i 
' 

the Commission does not consider it appropriate to propose a change in the system 

on the Lines suggested in the British memorandum. 

• 

• 
• 

! 
I 
I 
I 
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TABLE I : Colza seed production in- the Commun·ity 

'000 Hectare• '000 Tonnea 

1973/74 516,4 1.058,3 

1974/75 539,0 1.090,0 

1975/76 489,6 937,9 

1976/77 497,9 ' 1.022,8 

1977/78 495,8 I 953,1 
1978/79 51~,1 1.230;0 

Source - EUROSTAT 

TABLE II : Colza seed imports and exports 000 t 

Imports Exports 
1973/74 386 47 

1974/75 167 220 

1975/76 150 ~ 59 
1976/77 - 399 46 

1977/78 207 3 

1978/79 419 3 

Source - EUROSTAT 

TABLE III Colza seed crushed in the 
(1) t . Community • 

C01111muni ty odgin -Imports Total 

1973/74 964,493· I 361,445 1,325,938 

1974/75 810,212* 163,141* 973,353-

1975/76 • 832,380* 143,989* 976,369 

1976/77 899,906 361,275 1 ,_261, 181 

1977/78 841,546 215,345 1,056,891 

1978/79 1,180,503 329,936 1,510,4~9 

.<1) Based on figures furnished by Member States for- quantities 
put under control at oilmills _ 

Source OG VI 

*Figures uncertain, as absence of subsi·dy implied less control 

I: 
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TABLE IV Quantities of colza seed bought into intervention 
' 

tonnes 

1973/74 o-
1974/75 0· 

1975/76 4.830 

1976/77 7.726 

1977/78 2.083 

1978/79 1.260 

Source DG VI - Commission 

TABLE V ~ EAGGF Expenditure on colza and sunflower seed (1) 

1973 

1974 

1975 

1976 

1977 

1978 

Expenditure· on colza 
and sunflower seed 

79,0 MUCE 

10,4 MUCE 

28,9 MUCE 

103,1 MUCE 

82,6 MUCE 

131,2 MUCE 

Source - DG VI - Com~issitin 

Colza and sunflower seed 
expenditure as a proportion 
of total EAGGF expenditure 

. ' 

2,3 X 

0,4 X 
0,6 x 
1,7 X 

1,2 X 

1,5 X 

(1) There is no breakdown on expenditur:e between these two seeds, but 
approximatelY' 90 .X of the total nefers to colza seed. 
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